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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THE
INSPECTION OF MICRO AND
NANOMECHANICAL STRUCTURES

branes that are connected to a frame through tWo sets of

hinges, Which alloWs tWo angular degrees of freedom.
In chemical/biological sensors based on MEMS and

microcantilevers, the surface of the micro- or nanomechani
cal element is sensitised With receptors that selectively rec

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

ogniZe the targeted substance. The attachment of the targeted
The invention is related to the ?eld of devices based on

substance on the surface of the micro- or nanomechanical

micro- or nano-mechanical structures, such as micro- or

element produces a change of the shape, pro?le, strain, stress

nano-cantilevers, micro- or nano-bridges, micro- or nano
membranes etc.

change is usually measured by measuring the displacement of

and motion (vibration) of the mechanical element. This

a representative part of the mechanical element (this usually
STATE OF THE ART

is the free end of a singly clamped microcantilever, but it can
also be the center of a doubly clamped microcantilever, a part
of a membrane sheet, etc.). This displacement can be of about

There is an increasing interest in systems and methods
based on micromechanical and nanomechanical elements (H.

1-100 nanometers and in many cases it is necessary to obtain
a resolution better than 1 nm, depending on the application.
For the readout of the displacement, there are several tech
niques such as capacitive detection, detection based on tunnel

G. Craighead, “Nanoelectromechanical systems ”, Science
290, page 1532-1535 (2000)). Microelectromechanical sys
tems (MEMS) and microcantilever-based devices are tWo
relevant examples of this kind of systems. To name a feW
applications, MEMS accelerometers are used for seismic

20

current, optical interferometry, pieZoresistive readout and the
optical beam de?ection technique.

exploration and monitoring, automobile airbag sensing, and

Examples of MEMS and microcantilever systems are dis

inertial navigation. Similar technologies are used for blood
pressure monitoring. MEMS micro -mirrors have been devel

closed in, for example:
Engel et al, Trends in Cell Biology, Volume 9, February
1999, pp. 77-80, “Atomicforce microscopy: apowerful tool

oped as photonic sWitches for the optical telecom industry;
micro-mirrors can also be used for portable displays and laser
beam positioning applications. MEMS can be also used as
transducers in biological and chemical sensors. There are also
a Wide range of applications based on microcantilevers,
Which can be considered as one of the simplest forms of
MEMS. For example, microcantilevers are used for sensitive

25

P. Vettiger et al, IBM .1. Res. Develop, Volume 44, Number
3, May 2000, pp. 323-339. “The millipede-more than one
thousand tips for future AFM storage ”
30

mapping of attractive and repulsive forces at nanometer scale

in atomic force microscopy (Y. Martin, C. C. Williams and H.
K. Wickramasinghe, “Atomic Force Microscope-Force Map
ping andPro?ling on a sub 100-A scale ”, Journal ofApplied
Physics 61, pp. 4723-4729 (1987)), for ultrasensitive nano
mechanical biological and chemical sensors (B. llic, D. CZa

pleWski, H. G. Craighead, P. NeuZil, C. Campagnolo and C.
Batt, “Mechanical resonant immunospeci?c biological detec
tor”, Applied Physics Letters 77, pp. 450-452 (2000)), for
charged-particle detection (A. C. Stephan, T. Gaulden, A.-D.
BroWn, M. Smith, L. F. Miller and T. Thundat, “Microcanti

35

infrared spectrum) that is focused (that is, either directly
40

45

strain of MEMS and microcantilevers plays an important role
50

that are based on the shape, pro?le, motion, stress or strain of
a MEMS or micro- or nano-cantilevers.
55

based on cantilevers having a ?xed end and a movable end; in

these systems, it is normally the displacement and/ or move
ment of the “free” end that is detected. HoWever, there are also

systems based on cantilevers clamped at both ends; then, the
60

paddles Whose “easy” direction of motion corresponds to the
fastened to a frame by tWo opposite handles of the racket,
extending along an axis). Other knoWn systems use mem

beam de?ection technique can be applied to other types of
mechanical elements such as doubly clamped cantilevers,
membrane sheets, micropaddles, etc. Similarly, it can be
applied for readout of other types of displacements instead of
the out-of-plane displacement, such as the torsional motion of
microcantilevers and micropaddles, etc. (G. Meyer and N. M.
Amer, “Simultaneous measurement of lateral and normal
forces with an optical-beam-de?ection atomic force micro

scope”, Applied Physics Letters, vol. 57, pp. 2089-2091).
This system is suitable for measuring both the static and the
dynamic behaviour of mechanical elements such as cantile
vers, for example, the maximum de?ection, mean value of

torsion of the paddle around the axis of the hinges that con
nect the paddle to a frame (basically, like a square racket

a segmented photodetector, a continuous position sensing
photodetector, a photodetector array, a CCD, etc.). For
example, a segmented photodetector can be employed that is
split into tWo segments oriented parallel to the cantilever
motion axis. The cantilever de?ection produces a displace
ment of the re?ected laser spot on the photodetector. Thus, the
difference in photocurrents betWeen the tWo segments is pro

portional to the cantilever de?ection. Similarly, the optical

strain is very valuable for monitoring the mechanical
response of, for example, chemical and biological sensors

movement of the central part can be detected.
Further, there are other micro- and nanomechanical struc
tures that are movable and ?exible, such as doubly clamped

more mirrors 103, etc.) onto the part of the mechanical ele
ment Where the displacement is to be measured, for example,
onto the end of a microcantilever 104. The de?ection of the
beam re?ected off the cantilever is measured With a position
sensitive detector 105 (such as a photodetector, for example,

ultrahigh density data storage (P. Vettiger et al, “Ultrahigh

MEMS and microcantilever systems include systems

mented. FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a conventional prior
art arrangement for optical beam de?ection. A light source
101 (normally a laser source) produces a light beam 102
(normally a laser light beam, in the visible, ultraviolet or
focused or via directing means involving, for example, one or

Instruments 73, pp. 36-41 (2002)), for Writing and readout of

in the product development and evolution. In addition, real
time measurement of the shape, pro?le, motion, stress and/or

WO-A-01/33226
WO-A-03/091458
The optical beam de?ection method is the most sensitive

one, and it has the advantage that it can be easily imple

lever charged-particle ?ux detector” Review of Scienti?c
density, high-data-rate NEMS-based AFM data storage sys
tem ”, Microelectronics Engineering 46, pp. 11-17 (1999)).
Characterization of the shape, pro?le, motion, stress and

to observe biomolecules at work”

de?ection, amplitude at a reference frequency (the element
65

can be externally driven by an excitation force oscillating at

the reference frequency), phase of the motion With respect to
a external driving signal, frequency, etc. The measured static

US 7,978,344 B2
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displacement, amplitude, frequency, etc., can then be related

or similar, or of a part thereof. Thus, a technique is knoWn
Which has been applied to microcantilever sensors that utiliZe
the bending of a cantilever having a bilayer structure (e. g., a
thin gold ?lm on silicon or silicon nitride). The curvatures of

to an obj ect that is to be measured and that interacts With the

cantilever, and With signals and/or procedures used to stimu
late the object and/ or the cantilever.

NoW, the technique described above is practical When the
displacement/movement of a single part of a single mechani
cal element is to be measured. However, this technique cannot
be applied to devices based on arrays comprising a plurality
of mechanical elements, in Which the diplacement/movement

the cantilevers undergo a change in response to any change of
temperature or differential surface stress due to molecular

adsorption. To obtain the change of curvature radius, a mea
surement system is knoWn based on the use of eight light
emitting diodes focused on various positions of a gold-coated
silicon cantilever. The de?ection at each point on the cantile
ver is measured With subnanometer precision by a position

of each element needs to be measured. These devices pro
vides for multifunctionality and for higher speed and/or more
complete information than devices based on a single
mechanical element. For instance, chemical and biological

sensitive detector using the optical beam de?ection tech
nique, and thus the curvature of the cantilever is obtained.
This method is disclosed in Sangmin Jeon, et al., “Instant

sensors based on microcantilever arrays can detect several

substances by sensitising each cantilever With a different
receptor. In addition, it may be advantageous to obtain infor
mation about the displacement of several regions of the

curvature

the external stimulus that is measured or about different
20

In addition to cantilever systems in Which the displacement
of a speci?c part of the cantilever is to be measured, or in
Which the curvature of the cantilever is to be measured, there
may be mechanical structures such as membrane sheets sen

Although the optical beam de?ection technique as outlined

sitised in different regions to different stimulus, in such a Way

above can resolve de?ections as small as 0.1 nm, implemen

tation of this technique for readout in microcantilever arrays
has proved to be a complex issue. So far, arrays of light

microcantilever sensors

2004).

mechanical element, so as to obtain more information about

stimuli that interact With different parts of the mechanical
element.

measurement for

AppliedPhysics Letters, vol. 85, no. 6, pp. 1083-1084 (9 Aug.

that to obtain the information over each stimulus is necessary

to measure the displacement of each sensitised region of the
25

sources have been used, said sources having the same pitch as
the cantilever array. The light sources are sWitched on and off

mechanical structure.

On the other hand, the mapping of the static and dynamic
displacement of MEMS and microcantilever systems plays an
important role in the characterization of these systems for the

individually, for individual illumination of each cantilever of
the array, and for sequential readout of the de?ection of each

cantilever by a continuous position sensing photodetector
(one type of position sensitive detector). This kind of systems
is disclosed in, for example, H. P. Lang, et al.,Applied Physics
Letters, Volume 72, Number 3, 19 Jan. 1998, pp. 383-385,
“Sequential Position Readoutfrom Arrays ofMicromechani

30

cal Cantilever Sensors ”.

35

development of reliable, reproducible and marketable
devices. Among the techniques for imaging the motion of
micromechanical structures are: Stroboscopic Microscopic

Interferometer system and Laser-Doppler vibrometer. These
techniques can be bulky and expensive, and some use com

plex algorithms for obtaining an image of the displacement

HoWever, this technique requires the use of sophisticated

and vibration. Moreover, it is not alWays possible to simulta

technology and precise alignment of the light beams, the

neously measure the static and dynamic displacements using
these techniques. For instance, the Laser-Doppler vibrometer

microcantilevers and the photodetector(s). Moreover, one
light beam array Will only be suitable for microcantilever

measures the out-of-plane velocity of a point of the mechani

arrays having the same pitch (distance betWeen subsequent

cal structure.
40

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

cantilevers) and the same number of elements.

Mar AlvareZ and Javier Tamayo, “Optical sequential read
out ofmicrocantilever arraysfor biological detection ”, Sen

There are systems based on micro- or nanomechanical

elements in Which the displacement or vibration of the micro

sors and Actuators B 106 (2005), pp. 687-690, available
online at WWW.SC1eI1Ced1I‘eCI.COII1, discloses a system such as
the one illustrated in FIG. 2, Wherein the microcantilevers of
an array 204 are illuminated by a single laser light source 201
placed on a one-dimensional voice-coil actuator Whereby the
incident laser beam is made to periodically scan the array in a
direction perpendicular to the longitudinal axes of the canti

45

chemical and biological sensors based on micro- and nano
mechanical elements are based on the fact that the adsorption
of a sub stance on the surface of a mechanical element changes
50

the shape, pro?le, strain, stress and vibration characteristics
of the mechanical element. This change is measured by mea
suring the displacement of the mechanical element at a spe
ci?c and representative point, for instance, a point near the
free end of a singly clamped cantilever. This can be accurately

levers. Thus, the free end of each cantilever of the microarray
is sequentially illuminated. When the laser beam re?ects off
the surface of a microcantilever of the array, an increase of the

total photocurrent of a position sensitive detector 205 that is
arranged With an adequate geometry to collect the laser beam
re?ected off the cantilever, is detected (this increase corre

or nanomechanical elements is measured in relation to an

external object that interacts With the elements. For instance,

55

measured by using the optical beam de?ection technique,
directing a laser beam to a point close to the end of a cantile

sponds to the peaks of the detected photocurrent 206). When
the increase of photocurrent is detected, the position coordi

ver. From the displacement of that point, it is possible to

nates of the corresponding spot Where the re?ected laser

Whole mechanical element. HoWever, these models assume
ideal conditions and are not alWays applicable to the real
situations. It Would be advantageous to be able to obtain
real-time measurement of the displacement and motion of a
plurality of selected locations of a mechanical structure or of
a region of interest of that structure. This Would provide a
higher amount of information on hoW the mechanical struc

beam hits the photodetector are determined on the basis of the

deduce, using theoretical models, the displacement of the
60

photocurrent signals generated by the detector, and these
coordinates can then be used to determine the de?ection of the
cantilever.
On the other hand, sometimes there can be a need to mea

sure not only the displacement of a speci?c part of the canti
lever or other type of mechanical element, but rather the

general change in curvature or general shape of the cantilever

65

ture changes in relation to the object to be measured, Which

Would in turn imply higher sensitivity and higher signal-to

US 7,978,344 B2
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noise ratio. For instance, in some microcantilever sensors, the
curvature along the microcantilever is related to molecules
adsorbed on the microcantilever. To obtain the curvature, it is
necessary to measure the displacement of several locations

dependence of said output signal, that is, as a result of anal

ysing hoW the output signal changes during displacement of
the light beam along the structure).

along the microcantilever. In other sensors based on more

the scan means so as to displace the light beam along the

complex mechanical microstructures, the measurements of
the pro?le along several axes Would provide more informa
tion about hoW the mechanical microstructure changes in
response to the object to be measured. In addition, there may

mechanical structure along a plurality of second trajectories,
each of said second trajectories being associated With one of

The electronic control system is further arranged to control

said reference positions (so that, for example, each second
trajectory begins at such a reference position, or has a pre
determined relation to such a reference position).

be mechanical structures such as membrane sheets sensitised

The electronic control system is further arranged to obtain,

in different regions to different stimulus, in such a Way that for
obtaining the information over each stimulus it is necessary to
measure the displacement of each sensitised region of the

during displacement of the light beam along each of said
second trajectories, a plurality of position signal outputs from
said position sensitive detector. These position signal outputs

mechanical structure. In addition, it can be necessary to mea

sure the displacement of individual elements belonging to

can be used to determine relative displacement and/ or vibra

tWo-dimensional arrays in applications that require multi
functionality, high speed, and large amounts of information.

tion characteristics of the corresponding points of the
inspected structure.
Thus, the invention makes it possible to obtain information
regarding a large number of points of different elements mak
ing up a structure, by scanning said elements in accordance
With the respective second trajectories. Thus, more complete

Thus, the applicant has considered that there is a need for a

system and method that provides for the detection of the
displacement and vibration of a plurality of selected points of

20

micro- or nanomechanical elements along at least one direc
tion or axis, and Which uses one single light source for detect

information can be obtained.

ing the map or pro?le of the static displacement and vibration

The electronic control system can be operatively associ

features (amplitude, phase, frequency etc) of a plurality of
elements forming part of a micro- or nano-mechanical struc

25

tude (for example, of the position-dependence of said ampli

ture, such as a one-dimensional or tWo-dimensional array.

tude) of said at least one output signal from said position
sensitive detector.
For example, the electronic control system can be opera

A ?rst aspect of the invention relates to a system for surface

inspection arranged to detect relative displacement (corre
sponding to, for example, the slope of a part or region of an
element) and/or vibration characteristics of a plurality of
points of a plurality of elements (such as cantilevers) forming

30

chanical structure, such as a micro-cantilever array). The

system comprises:

position sensitive detector (Which can be due to a total
35

diode) arranged to generate at least one light beam (for
example, a laser beam);
a position sensitive detector (for example, a photodetector

ment);

40

the other hand, on the intensity of the light of the incident light
beam) arranged to receive the light beam When re?ected off

When said position corresponds to a local maximum of
slope in the amplitude of said at least one output signal
from said position sensitive detector (this can be due to

the mechanical structure and to produce at least one output
45

grammable electronic device, such as a microcontroller or

maxima and/ or minima in the amplitude of said at least

similar device);
50

relative displacement of said light beam With respect to the
mechanical structure, so as to scan said mechanical structure

With the light beam, folloWing instructions from the elec
tronic control system (the scan means can include means for

displacing the light beam generator or a part thereof, and/or

the edge of a cantilever of an array, Where there is a

sudden change in the re?ected light intensity); or
When said position corresponds to a position having a
speci?ed relation to positions corresponding to local

an electronic control system (Which can be implemented in
a personal computer or, for example; in another type of pro

scan means (that is, some kind of scan mechanism) for

due to, for example, a gap betWeen tWo cantilevers of a

cantilever array);

tion of an incident light beam on said photodetector and, on

signal in response to receipt of said light beam;

re?ection of the beam against the corresponding ele
When said position corresponds to a local minimum in the
amplitude of said at least one output signal from said
position sensitive detector (such a local minimum can be

or similar arranged to produce an output signal or a set of

output signals Which, on the one hand, depends on the posi

tively associated With said position sensitive detector so as to
determine that a position is a reference position:

When said position corresponds to a local maximum in the
amplitude of said at least one output signal from said

part of a mechanical structure (such as a micro- or nanome

a light source (such as a laser source, for example, a laser

ated With said position sensitive detector so as to determine
said reference positions as a result of an analysis of the ampli

55

one output signal from said position sensitive detector
(for example, the reference position can be chosen to
correspond to a position equidistant to tWo positions
corresponding to local minima in the re?ected light
intensity, that is, to a position betWeen the tWo gaps on
the sides of a cantilever in a cantilever array).

as corresponding drive means for displacing the relevant

The amplitude of said at least one output signal from said
position sensitive detector can be indicative of the intensity of

components).

the light beam received by the position sensitive detector.

one or more mirrors or other light re?ecting devices, as Well

In accordance With the invention, the electronic control
system is arranged to control the scan means so as to displace

The electronic control system can be arranged to:
60

the light beam along the mechanical structure along a ?rst
trajectory, so as to detect a plurality of subsequent reference

positions along said ?rst trajectory. The electronic control
system is operatively associated With the position sensitive
detector so as to determine said reference positions as a result 65

of an analysis of at least one output signal from said position
sensitive detector (for example, as a result of the position

displace the light beam along said ?rst trajectory;
upon detection of a reference position, interrupt displace
ment of the light beam along said ?rst trajectory and instead

displace the light beam along a second trajectory correspond
ing to said reference position;
subsequently, continue displacement of the light beam
along said ?rst trajectory until detecting a subsequent refer
ence position.

US 7,978,344 B2
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tions along said ?rst trajectory, said reference positions being

Alternatively, the electronic control system can be

determined by analysing at least one output signal from said
position sensitive detector.
The step of producing a relative displacement of said light

arranged to:

displace the light beam along said ?rst trajectory until
reaching an end of said ?rst trajectory, While recording sub

beam With respect to the mechanical structure is further per
formed so as to also displace the light beam along the

sequent reference positions;
then, after reaching the end of said ?rst trajectory, subse

mechanical structure along a plurality of second trajectories,
each of said second trajectories being associated With one of
said reference positions.

quently displacing the light beam along the second trajecto
ries corresponding to the recorded reference positions.
The second trajectories can include a substantial number of
points of each element or a region of each element in order to

The method further includes obtaining, during displace
ment of the light beam along each of said second trajectories,
a plurality of position signal outputs from said position sen

obtain an overall surface plot of the slope, displacement and/
or vibration of said element or said region of said element.

sitive detector.
What has been stated in connection With the description of

The ?rst trajectory can, for example, be a substantially
straight trajectory in a ?rst direction.
The second trajectories can be, for example, substantially

the system is also applicable to the method, mutatis mutandis.
For example, the reference positions can be determined by

straight trajectories in a direction substantially perpendicular
to the ?rst trajectory (an option that can be suitable When, for
example, the purpose is to detect the longitudinal curvature of
cantilevers arranged in parallel in a cantilever array).
The second trajectories can alternatively be, for example,

analysing the amplitude (for example, the position-depen
20

accordance With different criteria, for example:

substantially straight trajectories in a direction substantially

When said position corresponds to a local maximum in the
amplitude of said at least one output signal from said

parallel to the ?rst trajectory (this con?guration can be appro
priate When the purpose is to measure the longitudinal curva
ture of elements arranged one after another in their longitu

position sensitive detector;
25

dinal direction, such as cantilevers arranged in subsequent

When said position corresponds to a local minimum in the
amplitude of said at least one output signal from said

position sensitive detector;

holes in a silicon substrate or similar, or When the purpose is

to detect torsion around the longitudinal axis of a plurality of
elements arranged in parallel, such as paddles or cantilevers
of an array).
The ?rst and/or the second trajectories can also be, for

dence of said amplitude) of said at least one output signal
from said position sensitive detector.
A position can be determined to be a reference position in
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When said position corresponds to a local maximum of
slope in the amplitude of said at least one output signal
from said position sensitive detector; or
When said position corresponds to a position having a

example, meandering, Zigzag, sinusoidal and/or circular tra

speci?ed relation to positions corresponding to local

jectories, and they can have any suitable relation to the ?rst

maxima and/ or minima in the amplitude of said at least

trajectories.
The mechanical structure can be, for example, a cantilever
array; if so, then the elements can be the cantilevers of said
cantilever array.
The system can further be arranged to store and/or treat the

position signal outputs as data indicative of surface displace
ment (corresponding to, for example, the relative displace

one output signal from said position sensitive detector;
35

the light beam received by the position sensitive detector.
The step of producing a relative displacement of said light
40

ment or slope of the surface) and/or vibration characteristics
of a corresponding element of the mechanical structure, along

the light beam is displaced along said ?rst trajectory; upon
detection of a reference position, displacement of the

light beam along said ?rst trajectory is interrupted and

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of
45

instead the light beam is displaced along a second tra

jectory corresponding to said reference position; and
subsequently, displacement of the light beam along said

sponding to, for example, an increase in the slope of a part or
region of an element) and/or vibration characteristics of a
plurality of points of a plurality of elements forming part of a

mechanical structure, said method comprising the steps of:
directing a light beam toWards said mechanical structure
and producing a relative displacement of said light beam With

beam With respect to the mechanical structure can be per
formed so that:

the corresponding second trajectories.

surface inspection for detecting relative displacement (corre

as explained above.
The amplitude of said at least one output signal from said
position sensitive detector can be indicative of the intensity of

?rst trajectory is continued, until a sub sequent reference
position is detected; or
50

the light beam is displaced along said ?rst trajectory until
reaching an end of said ?rst trajectory, While recording

respect to the mechanical structure so as to scan saidmechani

subsequent reference positions; and then, after reaching

cal structure With the light beam;
receiving a light beam re?ected off said mechanical struc
ture, With a position sensitive detector arranged to produce at
least one output signal in response to receipt of said light
beam (for example, a photodetector or similar arranged to

the end of said ?rst trajectory, the light beam is subse

produce an output signal or a set of output signals Which, on
the one hand, depends on the position of an incident light
beam on said photodetector and, on the other hand, on the
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The method can further comprise the step of storing and/or
treating said position signal outputs as data indicative of
surface slope, displacement and/or vibration characteristics
of a corresponding element of the mechanical structure, along
60

intensity of the light of the incident light beam);
Wherein the step of producing a relative displacement of
said light beam With respect to the mechanical structure is
performed so that the light beam is displaced along the
mechanical structure along a ?rst trajectory.
According to the invention, the method further comprises

the step of detecting a plurality of subsequent reference posi

quently displaced along the second trajectories corre
sponding to the recorded reference positions.

the corresponding second trajectories.
A further aspect of the invention relates to a program such
as a computer program, comprising program instructions for

causing an electronic programmable system (comprising, for
65

example, a personal computer or other programmable elec
tronic control means) to carry out the method of the invention,
When the program is executed in said electronic program

mable system. The system can further comprise the light
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ning device 4 is, in this embodiment of the invention, based on

source, the position sensitive detector and the scan means, as
outlined above. The program can be embodied on a record

tWo perpendicular linear voice coil actuators that are based on
the LorentZian force betWeen a tubular coil and a permanent
magnet. Voice coil actuators normally alloW a motion range of
feW millimeters, speeds from 0.1 to several mm/ s and an
accuracy of 100 nm. HoWever, other methods can be used

medium (such as a magnetic or optical record medium, such
a computer memory or a read-only memory) or it can be
carried on an electrical carrier signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

such as linear motors, pieZoelectric actuators, etc. In addition,
an intermediate mirror can be used for scanning the laser

To complete the description and in order to provide for a
better understanding of the invention, a set of draWings is

beam by controlling the tilt angle.

provided. Said draWings form an integral part of the descrip

a position sensitive (photo)detector (PSD) providing output
signals indicative of the total light intensity and of the posi

As outlined above, the re?ected laser beam is collected in

tion and illustrate a preferred embodiment of the invention,
Which should not be interpreted as restricting the scope of the
invention, but just as an example of hoW the invention can be

tion of the re?ected spot, that is, of the spot Where the
re?ected laser beam hits the relevant surface of the detector.
Further, an electronic control system 3 is provided that is
connected to the position sensitive detector to receive and

embodied. The draWings comprise the folloWing ?gures:
FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of a prior art system for canti

lever read-out based on the optical beam de?ection technique
for measuring micro-cantilever de?ection.
FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of a prior art system in Which a
laser beam is used to scan a micro-cantilever array.
FIGS. 3A and 3B is a schematic vieW of an embodiment of

analyse the output signals from said position sensitive detec
20

tronic control system.

At the points of high total photocurrent collected by the
position sensitive detector (for example, higher than a thresh

the invention.
FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of the displacement of the

re?ected laser light on the position sensitive detector, When
the slope of a surface (for example a region of a cantilever)

tor 2, and to the scanning device 4 so as to control the scanning
device 4, in accordance With a program stored in said elec
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old value, or corresponding to local maxima in the total pho
tocurrent, Whereby said local maxima can be easily detected

changes, using the optical beam de?ection technique.

using appropriate standard softWare routines), the position

FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate an experiment based on the present
invention.

coordinates of the re?ected spot on the PSD are measured. As

in the optical beam de?ection technique, the main contribu
tion to changes in the position of the re?ected laser spot on the

FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate curves obtained With an

embodiment of the present invention, corresponding to real
time measurement of the absolute displacement of the canti
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angle (slope) 0t of the cantilever, Which gives a motion s of the

re?ected laser spot on the position sensitive detector given by

lever end (FIG. 6A) and of the absolute curvature radius (FIG.
6B) of a plurality of micro-cantilevers during the adsorption
of MCH.
FIG. 7 shoWs the scanned trajectories in accordance With

position sensitive detector corresponds to changes in the tilt
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s52 DO. for 0t<<l, Where D is the distance betWeen the can
tilever and the position sensitive detector 2, as shoWn sche
matically in FIG. 4, Where the slope of a cantilever is

an experiment based on an embodiment of the invention.

increased an angle 0t. The distance s betWeen the incidence on

FIGS. 8A-8C shoW output signals from the position sensi
tive detector in correspondence With said experiment.
FIGS. 9A-9D shoW different examples of possible imple
mentations of the ?rst and second trajectories.

the position sensitive detector 2 of the laser beam 11A before
the increase of the slope and the laser beam 11B after the
increase of the slope are illustrated schematically in FIG. 4.
The changes of the tilt angle that are contained in the plane
formed by the incident and re?ected laser beams and those in
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the perpendicular plane can be decoupled by measuring the

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

coordinates of the re?ected laser spot on the position sensitive
detector along one axis contained on the incidence-re?ection

FIG. 3A illustrates a schematic vieW of an embodiment of

the invention, in Which a light source 1 comprising a laser
diode is used to generate a laser beam 11 Which is used to scan
a micromechanical structure 5 comprising a plurality of can
tilevers 51, each having a clamped end and a free end.
A position sensitive detector 2 made up of a photodetector

is arranged to receive the light beam after re?ection off the
cantilevers 51, and to produce three output signals, one hav
ing an amplitude that depends on the intensity of the light that
hits the position sensitive detector 2, and the other tWo having
an amplitude that depends on the coordinates of the position
Where the light hits said position sensitive detector.

45

plane and the other one in the perpendicular direction.
In this embodiment of the invention, it is intended to mea

sure the pro?le of the cantilevers 51 along their longitudinal
axes. Thus, in accordance With the principles underlying the
invention, the laser beam 11 is ?rst scanned in a ?rst direction
50

(trajectoryA in FIG. 3B) perpendicular to the array in order to
illuminate the free ends of the cantilevers. Maxima of photo
current are obtained in the linear position sensitive detector 2
at the laser beam positions Where the free ends of the canti
levers are illuminated. These positions, corresponding to
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local maxima of the photocurrents generated in the position
sensitive detector 2, are used as the reference starting points
(reference positions C in FIG. 3B) to perform a second scan

Thus, the cantilevers 51 are differentiated from the gaps
separating the cantilevers due to an increase of the photocur

along each cantilever (second trajectories B). This process is

rent in the position sensitive detector, When light is re?ected
off a cantilever, in a manner similar to the manner disclosed in 60

automated and controlled by the electronic control system,
embodied in a personal computer (PC).

Mar AlvareZ and Javier Tamayo, “Optical sequential readout

During the second trajectories, the position signals (signals

ofmicrocantilever arraysfor biological detection ”, Sensors

identifying the position of incidence of the re?ected laser

and Actuators B 106 (2005), pp. 687-690 (referred to above).

beam on the position sensitive detector) are read out from the

position sensitive detector and stored. These pieces of data

The laser diode 1 is mounted on a scanning device 4 for

scanning the laser beam 11 along different paths along the
mechanical structure 5, basically in the XY plane de?ned by
the cantilevers 51 (in their ideal non-bent position). The scan

65

can then easily be used to obtain an estimate of the pro?le of

the surface of the cantilevers 51 along the second trajectories
B.
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The vertical displacement of each cantilever can be
described by a function that depends on the coordinate along

of the ?ve microcantilevers during the adsorption of MCH
(indicated by the arroW) (in FIG. 6B, only the curves corre

the cantilever length, Z(x). The tilt angle at each x position

sponding to four cantilevers are shoWn). The timescale is on

Where the laser beam is hitting is approximately given by

the horiZontal axis and the numbers given correspond to min

dZ/dx. Therefore, the position of the re?ected laser beam on
the PSD is described by

utes.

The cantilever pro?le is obtained by applying eq. 1 by
processing the data obtained from the position sensitive
detector by the electronic control system during the second

trajectories. The position dependence of the position sensitive
detector outputs can be ?ltered, smoothed, derived and inte

grated by using numerical algorithms. Thus, relevant data
Where the second summand accounts for the effect of the laser

such as the cantilever pro?le, average curvature, local curva
ture at some points of interest, displacement of the free can

beam displacement and [3 is the angle betWeen the incident
laser beam and the cantilever at its rest position (cf. FIG. 4).

tilever end and other parts, change of slope at several points

Integrating the output signal s(x) from the position sensitive

along the cantilever etc. can be quickly obtained in real-time

detector, the cantilever pro?le Z(x) can be obtained as:

by suitably programming the electronic control system, a task
that can be easily performed by the person skilled in the art.
These more complete data of the pro?les of the cantilevers
20

This particular embodiment of the invention Was applied to

obtain the pro?le of ?ve silicon cantilevers (400 um long, 100
um Wide, and 1 pm thick) belonging to an array during a
molecular adsorption experiment. The cantilevers Were pre
viously coated With a thin gold layer on their bottom side. The

25

different surfaces on both sides of each cantilever

surface than What is obtained using the conventional optical
beam de?ection techniques, Which merely provide data on the
variations of the local slope at the cantilever end. In addition,
the technique provides absolute values of the cantilever pro
?le rather than relative variations of the local slope. In other
Words, using the conventional optical beam de?ection tech
niques, temporal variations of the local slope at the cantilever
end can be determined. This information can hardly be recov
ered once that the cantilever is removed from the device that

(topQsilicon, bottom—>gold) imply differences betWeen said
surfaces in What regards their adsorption of molecules. This

provide more information about the reaction on the cantilever

30

comprises the optical system, i.e., the laser source and the

produces a difference in surface stress that translates into

photodetector. HoWever, the present invention provides the

bending of the cantilevers. This embodiment of the invention
Was tested by measuring the pro?le of the microcantilever
array in Water during the injection in the ?uid cell, Where the

processed separate from the device comprising the optical

array Was allocated, of an organic molecule called 6-mer

absolute pro?les of the cantilever. Thus the cantilever can be
detection system. This can, for instance, be relevant for
35

capto-l-hexanol (MCH), that avidly adsorb on gold surfaces
due to the strong bond formed betWeen the thiol group of the
MCH and the gold. This strong adsorption does not occur on

the silicon surface. A schematic representation of the experi
ment is shoWn in FIGS. 5A-5C. FIG. 5A shoWs a cross section
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of the silicon structure including silicon cantilevers 51 having
a 40 nm thick gold layer at their bottom surface, to adsorb the
MCH, before receiving the MCH. FIG. 5B shoWs the same

genomic and proteomic application, in Which, for instance,
the cantilevers forming part of a dense array are each func
tionalised With a receptor (proteins or nucleic acids). The
cantilever array is processed With the sample to be measured
(for instance, the RNA or protein product of a set of cells or
tissue). After exposure of the cantilevers to the sample, and
Washing steps, the cantilever array can be mounted again on
the device for measuring the pro?le of each cantilever so as to

compare the neW pro?le With the original pro?le. The change

structure as FIG. 5A, but after adsorbing MCH, Whereby the
cantilevers shoW a bent pro?le: the differential surface stress
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betWeen the gold and silicon surfaces produce a cantilever
bending and a change of the curvature radius. FIG. 5C shoWs
the measured pro?les of the ?ve microcantilevers belonging
to an array before and after MCH adsorption, applying equa
tion (1) above. In FIG. 5C, the vertical axis represents the
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of the pro?le can be related to the amount of genes expressed
or proteins present in the analysed cells or tissue.
Actually, to obtain the real displacement of cantilever ends
all data of the pro?le are necessary. In the prior arrangements
based on the optical beam de?ection technique, only an esti
mation of the displacement at the end of the cantilever can be
obtained, that relies on several approximations. This also

cantilever pro?le (in um), and the horizontal axis represent

applies to the determination of the curvature radius of a can

the longitudinal distance along the cantilever from the root of
each cantilever (also in pm). The dotted lines represent the

tilever.
In another application of the above described embodiment

pro?le before adsorption of MCH, and the straight lines rep
resent the pro?le after adsorption of MCH. In the experiment,

of the invention, it Was Wished to obtain a map of the tilt
55

angles (deformation) of the cantilevers along the longitudinal
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axis and in also in the perpendicular direction. As in the
previous example, a ?rst scan (trajectory A in FIG. 3B) is
performed in order to illuminate the free ends of the cantile
vers belonging to the array. Reference positions (C) Were
determined in correspondence With the positions that gave

the separation betWeen the cantilevers Was 250 pm.
The pro?les of the ?ve microcantilevers can be measured
in real-time, and they can be obtained in less than one second,
a time much loWer than the typical time taken by surface

reactions and molecular adsorption (of the order of minutes).

maxima of re?ected light intensity in the position sensitive
detector (positions illustrated by the “suns” in FIG. 7), Which

Thus, using the invention, it is possible to measure the evo

lution of the cantilever pro?le during the molecular adsorp
tion, and parameters such as the displacement of the cantile

corresponded to the re?ection of the light off the free ends of

ver ends and curvature radius can be obtained in real-time.

the cantilevers. Associated to those reference positions, an
area associated to each microcantilever is scanned by making

FIGS. 6A and 6B schematically shoW real-time experimental
measurements of the absolute displacement of the cantilever

ends (FIG. 6A) and of the absolute curvature radius (FIG. 6B)
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several parallel scans (trajectories B in FIG. 7) along the long
axis of the cantilevers. The scan along the ?rst trajectory and
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second trajectories are represented by a discontinuous line

mechanical elements 51 are, as illustrated in FIG. 9D, hinged

and by continuous lines, respectively, in FIG. 7.
FIGS. 8A-8C shoW the measured output signals from the

it is intended to measure the torsion of these devices.

devices arranged inparallel along the ?rst trajectory, Whereby
In this text, the term “comprises” and its derivations (such

position sensitive detector as a function of the relative posi
tions of the illuminating laser beam obtained during the scan

as “comprising”, etc.) should not be understood in an exclud
ing sense, that is, these terms should not be interpreted as

along trajectories B in FIG. 7. The trajectories B Were

tWo that are approximately proportional to the coordinates

excluding the possibility that What is described and de?ned
may include further elements, steps, etc.
On the other hand, the invention is obviously not limited to
the speci?c embodiment(s) described herein, but also encom
passes any variations that may be considered by any person
skilled in the art (for example, as regards the choice of mate

(along the orthogonal axes of the surface of the photodetec
tor) of the centroid of the light that illuminates the photode

the general scope of the invention as de?ned in the claims.

selected to scan three cantilevers belonging to the array. The
position sensitive detector used Was a tWo-dimensional linear

position sensitive photodetector, that provide three electrical
outputs, one that is approximately proportional to the inten

sity the light that illuminates the photodetector, and the other

rials, dimensions, components, con?guration, etc.), Within

tector. The map of the output indicative of the total light
intensity re?ected off each microcantilever is shoWn in FIG.
8A (the scale on the right hand of FIG. 8A shoWs the total

The invention claimed is:

1. System for surface inspection arranged to detect relative
displacement and/or vibration characteristics of a plurality of
points of a plurality of elements (51) forming part of a

intensity output from the position sensitive detector in mV).
FIG. 8B shoWs a map of the output signal from the position
sensitive detector corresponding to the coordinates of the
re?ected light beam on the y-axis of the position sensitive
detector (the scale on the right hand of FIG. 8B represents the

20

a light source (1) arranged to generate at least one light

beam (11);

y-axis output from the position sensitive detector in mV). The
position sensitive detector is arranged in such a Way that its
y-axis and the longitudinal axis of the cantilevers are both
contained in the plane formed by the incident and re?ected

mechanical structure (5), said system comprising:

25

a position sensitive detector (2) arranged to receive the
light beam When re?ected off the mechanical structure
(5) and to produce at least one output signal in response

to receipt of said light beam;

light beams. Therefore, the y-axis output is indicative of the
slope along the longitudinal axis of the cantilevers. The

an electronic control system (3);
scan means (4) for relative displacement of said light beam

increasing slope from the clamping end to the free end of a
cantilever indicates that the cantilevers are not straight, but
are bent. FIG. 8C shoWs a map of the output signal from the

With respect to the mechanical structure (5) so as to scan
30

position sensitive detector corresponding to the x-coordinate

said mechanical structure With the light beam, folloWing
instructions from the electronic control system (3);
Wherein said electronic control system (3) is arranged to

of the re?ected light beam on the position sensitive detector

control the scan means (4) so as to displace the light

(the scale on the right hand represents the output correspond
ing to the x-axis in mV). This signal is indicative of the

beam along the mechanical structure along a ?rst traj ec
tory (A), so as to detect a plurality of subsequent refer

deformation (torsion) or slope of the cantilever in the direc
tion perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. The data indicates
that there is a signi?cant torsional deformation of the canti
levers.
Of course, a large number of different trajectories can be
chosen for the ?rst and second trajectories. FIG. 9A shoWs a
?rst example of said trajectories, similar to the ones referred

35

ence positions (C) along said ?rst trajectory (A),
Wherein said electronic control system (3) is operatively
associated With said position sensitive detector (2) so as
to determine said reference positions (C) as a result of an
40

analysis of at least one output signal from said position
sensitive detector (2);
Wherein said electronic control system (3) is further

to above, that is, performing a scan in a ?rst direction accord

arranged to control the scan means (4) so as to displace

ing to the ?rst trajectory A and then performing the second

the light beam along the mechanical structure along a

trajectories B in a direction perpendicular to the ?rst direction

plurality of second trajectories (B), each of said second
trajectories (B) being associated With one of said refer
ence positions (C);
said electronic control system further being arranged to

(in FIGS. 9A-9D, the “suns” illustrate points corresponding
to “maximum re?ection” of the light beam and, thus, to a

maximum amplitude of the photocurrents generated in the

obtain, during displacement of the light beam along each

position sensitive detector).
FIG. 9B shoWs an alternative embodiment, Wherein the
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reference positions are offset from the positions covered by
the ?rst trajectoryA (for example, de?ned as having a speci?c
relation to points of maximum re?ection along the ?rst tra
jectory), and Wherein the second trajectories B folloW a

meandering path, crossing said ?rst trajectory. This embodi
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(2).
3. System according to claim 2, Wherein the electronic
control system (3) is operatively associated With said position

FIG. 9C shoWs a further embodiment in Which a “U”

shaped scan is made along a ?rst trajectory A, and Wherein the
second trajectories are perpendicular to the ?rst trajectory in

sensitive detector (2) so as to determine that a position is a

reference position When said position corresponds to a local
maximum in the amplitude of said at least one output signal

an “outWards” direction.

Finally, FIG. 9D shoWs an embodiment in Which the sec

holes in a substrate along the ?rst trajectory, or Where the

sensitive detector (2) so as to determine said reference posi
tions (C) as a result of an analysis of the amplitude of said at

least one output signal from said position sensitive detector

ment can be useful for obtaining a surface map of displace
ment and/ or vibration of the mechanical elements 51.

ond trajectories B are parallel With said ?rst trajectoryA and,
actually, coincide With parts of said ?rst trajectory. This
option can be of interest, for example, When the mechanical
elements are separate cantilevers arranged in subsequent

of said second trajectories (B), a plurality of position
signal outputs from said position sensitive detector (2).
2. System according to claim 1, Wherein the electronic
control system (3) is operatively associated With said position
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from said position sensitive detector (2).
4. System according to claim 2, Wherein the electronic
control system (3) is operatively associated With said position
sensitive detector (2) so as to determine that a position is a

reference position When said position corresponds to a local
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minimum in the amplitude of said at least one output signal

points of a plurality of elements (51) forming part of a
mechanical structure (5), said method comprising the steps

from said position sensitive detector (2).
5. System according to claim 2, Wherein the electronic
control system (3) is operatively associated With said position

of:

sensitive detector (2) so as to determine that a position is a

directing a light beam (11) toWards said mechanical struc
ture and producing a relative displacement of said light

reference position When said position corresponds to a local
maximum of slope in the amplitude of said at least one output

beam With respect to the mechanical structure (5) so as to

scan said mechanical structure With the light beam;
receiving a light beam re?ected off said mechanical struc
ture, With a position sensitive detector (2) arranged to
produce at least one output signal in response to receipt

signal from said position sensitive detector (2).
6. System according to claim 2, Wherein the electronic
control system (3) is operatively associated With said position
sensitive detector (2) so as to determine that a position is a

of said light beam;

reference position When said position corresponds to a posi
tion having a speci?ed relation to positions corresponding to

Wherein the step of producing a relative displacement of
said light beam With respect to the mechanical structure

local maxima and/ or minima in the amplitude of said at least

(5) is performed so that the light beam is displaced along

one output signal from said position sensitive detector (2).
7. System according to claim 2, Wherein the amplitude of

the mechanical structure along a ?rst trajectory (A), the
method further comprises the step of detecting a plural

said at least one output signal from said position sensitive

detector (2) is indicative of the intensity of the light beam
received by the position sensitive detector.
8. System according to claim 1, Wherein said electronic
control system is arranged to:

ity of subsequent reference positions (C) along said ?rst
trajectory (A), said reference positions (C) being deter
20

mined by analysing at least one output signal from said
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Wherein the step of producing a relative displacement of
said light beam With respect to the mechanical structure
is further performed so as to also displace the light beam
along the mechanical structure along a plurality of sec

position sensitive detector (2);

displace the light beam along said ?rst trajectory (A);
upon detection of a reference position (C), interrupt dis

placement of the light beam along said ?rst trajectory
(A) and instead displace the light beam along a second
trajectory (B) corresponding to said reference position

ond trajectories (B), each of said second trajectories (B)
being associated With one of said reference positions

(C);

subsequently, continue displacement of the light beam
along said ?rst trajectory (A) until detecting a subse

(C);
Wherein the method further includes obtaining, during dis
placement of the light beam along each of said second

quent reference position (C).

trajectories (B), a plurality of position signal outputs
from said position sensitive detector (2).

9. System according to claim 1, Wherein said electronic
control system is arranged to:

displace the light beam along said ?rst trajectory (A) until

18. Method according to claim 17, Wherein said reference

reaching an end of said ?rst trajectory (A), While record

positions (C) are determined by analysing the amplitude of

ing subsequent reference positions (C);
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positions (C).
10. System according to claim 1, Wherein said second
trajectories (B) include a substantial number of points of each

40

surface plot of the slope, displacement and/or vibration of
said element or said region of said element.
45

20. Method according to claim 18, Wherein it is determined
that a position is a reference position When said position
corresponds to a local minimum in the amplitude of said at
least one output signal from said position sensitive detector

(2).

tion.

12. System according to claim 1, Wherein said second
trajectories (B) are substantially straight trajectories in a
direction substantially perpendicular to the ?rst trajectory

19. Method according to claim 18, Wherein it is determined
that a position is a reference position When said position
corresponds to a local maximum in the amplitude of said at
least one output signal from said position sensitive detector

(2).

element or a region of each element in order to obtain a overall

11. System according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst trajec
tory (A) is a substantially straight trajectory in a ?rst direc

said at least one output signal from said position sensitive

detector (2).

then, after reaching the end of said ?rst trajectory (A),
subsequently displacing the light beam along the second
trajectories (B) corresponding to the recorded reference
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21. Method according to claim 18, Wherein it is determined
that a position is a reference position When said position
corresponds to a local maximum of slope in the amplitude of
said at least one output signal from said position sensitive

(A).

detector (2).

13. System according to claim 1, Wherein said second
trajectories (B) are substantially straight trajectories in a

22. Method according to claim 18, Wherein it is determined
that a position is a reference position When said position
corresponds to a position having a speci?ed relation to posi
tions corresponding to local maxima and/or minima in the
amplitude of said at least one output signal from said position

direction substantially parallel to the ?rst trajectory (A).
14. System according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst and/or
the second trajectories are meandering and/ or ZigZag traj ec
tories.
15. System according to claim 1, Wherein the mechanical
structure (5) is a cantilever array and Wherein the elements
(51) are cantilevers of said cantilever array.
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sensitive detector (2).
23. Method according to claim 17, Wherein the amplitude
of said at least one output signal from said position sensitive
60

16. System according to claim 1, said system further being
arranged to store and/or treat said position signal outputs as
data indicative of surface displacement and/ or vibration char
acteristics of a corresponding element (51) of the mechanical

structure (5), along the corresponding second trajectories (B).
17. Method of surface inspection for detecting relative
displacement and/or vibration characteristics of a plurality of

detector (2) is indicative of the intensity of the light beam
received by the position sensitive detector.
24. Method according claim 17, Wherein the step of pro
ducing a relative displacement of said light beam With respect
to the mechanical structure (5) is performed so that:
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the light beam is displaced along said ?rst trajectory (A);
upon detection of a reference position (C), displacement of

the light beam along said ?rst trajectory (A) is inter

